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Pathology and Genetics of Head and Neck Tumours (IARC WHO Classification of Tumours)World Health Organization, 2005

	Pathology and Genetics of Head and Neck Tumours is the latest volume in the new WHO series, on histological and genetic typing of human tumours. This authoritative, concise reference book, provides an international standard for pathologists and oncologists and will serve as an indispensable, guide for use in the design of studies...
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Regret: A TheologyUniversity of Notre Dame Press, 2021

	
		In this brilliant theological essay, Paul J. Griffiths takes the reader through all the stages of regret.

	
		To various degrees, all human beings experience regret. In this concise theological grammar, Paul J. Griffiths analyzes this attitude toward the past and distinguishes its various kinds. He examines...
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Agile Principles, Patterns, and Practices in C# (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
With the award-winning book Agile Software Development: Principles, Patterns, and Practices, Robert C. Martin helped bring Agile principles to tens of thousands of Java and C++ programmers. Now .NET programmers have a definitive guide to agile methods with this completely updated volume from...
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An Executive's Guide to Information Technology: Principles, Business Models, and TerminologyCambridge University Press, 2007
Assessing the most valuable technology for an organization is becoming a growing challenge for business professionals confronted with an expanding array of options. This book is an A-Z compendium of technological terms written for the non-technical executive, allowing quick identification of what the term is and why it is significant. This is more...
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Relativity (Routledge Classics)Routledge, 2001
How better to learn the Special Theory of Relativity and the General Theory of Relativity than directly from their creator, Albert Einstein himself? In Relativity: The Special and the General Theory, Einstein describes the theories that made him famous, illuminating his case with numerous examples and a smattering of math (nothing more...
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Pathology and Genetics of Skin Tumours (IARC WHO Classification of Tumours)World Health Organization, 2005

	This book provides an authoritative guide to the histological and genetic typing of human tumors of the skin. This volume covers keratinocytic, melanocytic, appendageal, haematopoietic, soft tissue and neural tumors, as well as inherited tumor syndromes. Each tumor is introduced with a concise definition and discussion of nomenclature,...
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How to Secure Your H-1B Visa: A Practical Guide for International Professionals and Their US EmployersApress, 2013

	"James Bach and Robert Werner’s How to Secure Your H-1B Visa is written for both employers and the workers they hire." Andrew Hacker, "The Frenzy about High-Tech Talent", The New York Review of Books, July 9, 2015


	The H-1B visa is the gateway for the world’s best and...
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eBay Photos That Sell: Taking Great Product Shots for eBay and BeyondSybex, 2004
"I've been an admirer of Dan Gookin since he wrote DOS For Dummies     and spawned the For Dummies phenomenon. He takes things to a new level     with this amazing and much needed book on practical product photography. Use his     advice and you'll simply make more money. Highly     recommended."
     —John C....
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A Statistical Approach to Neural Networks for Pattern Recognition (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
"The book provides an excellent introduction to neutral networks from a statistical perspective." (International Statistical Review, 2008)
    "Successful connects logistic regression and linear discriminant analysis, thus making it critical reference and self-study guide for students and professionals alike in the...
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Linux System Programming: Talking Directly to the Kernel and C LibraryO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Write software that draws directly on services offered by the Linux kernel and core system libraries. With this comprehensive book, Linux kernel contributor Robert Love provides you with a tutorial on Linux system programming, a reference manual on Linux system calls, and an insider’s guide to writing smarter, faster code.
...
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British Political Leaders: A Biographical DictionaryABC Clio, 2001
This book is a biographical listing of the 198 British leaders who filled the top four offices of state and the post of secretary of state for the colonies between 1730 and the present. The entries are arranged in alphabetical order either by birth name or by title—whichever the given individual was best known by. For...
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Concepts of Programming Languages (7th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005
Concepts of Programming Languages describes the fundamental concepts of programming languages by presenting design issues, examining design choices, and critically comparing design alternatives without being language specific. This book is appropriate for anyone who wants to compare and contrast various programming languages.      
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